EDUCATION FELLOWSHIP

OHSU Emergency Medicine is accepting applications for its Education Research Fellowship. Fellows may select either a scholarship in education or an education research track. This fellowship is ideal for emergency medicine residency graduates with a strong interest in academics. It provides postgraduate training in education methods, research skills, and residency program administration.

Training consists of 3 components:

- **Clinical commitment:** Fellows are expected to work 56 clinical hours per month as attendings in the OHSU and Doernbecher Children’s Hospital Emergency Department.

- **Didactic component:** Fellows typically complete either the OHSU MPH program, or the OHSU Human Investigations Program, a 2-year certificate curriculum in research methods, with the opportunity to earn a Masters in Clinical Research (MCR). There is flexibility to accommodate similarly rigorous masters or certificate programs to meet the needs of the fellow.

- **Administration:** The Education Research Fellow functions in the role of an assistant program director and is actively involved in resident and student teaching and clinical evaluation, curriculum planning, resident selection, and other aspects of residency program administration.

Qualifications:

- Board certified or board eligible in Emergency Medicine (residency trained)
- Strong interest in academic career as a clinical educator
- Interest in education methods and research

Live in Portland, Oregon:

Beautiful, vibrant, progressive city, skiing, hiking, mountain biking, cycling, rock climbing, and surfing less than an hour and a half away.

Top 10 “Best Big Cities in the U.S.” - Conde Nast Traveler 2015
No. 1 “The 10 Best Food Cities in America” - The Washington Post 2015
Top 9 “Best Cities for Biking to Work” - Time 2015
No. 1 “America’s 20 Best Cities for Beer Lovers” - Travel + Leisure 2015
No. 1 “Fittest City in America” - Men’s Fitness 2014

For more information, please contact:
Kim Regner – Fellowship Coordinator, OHSU Emergency Medicine Department, regner@ohsu.edu – 503-494-1587
www.ohsu.edu/emergency/education/fellowships